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Absh·act 
A process based model for methane fluxes from or to a drained grassland on a peat soil was 

set up. The methane production submodel was developed with the aid of experimentally 
determined time series of methane and acetate in anaerobically incubated soil samples. This 
submodel was calibrated by the first pmt of the time series and validated by the second part. The 
modelling activity indicated that, for explaining field fluxes, knowledge about the decay of 
methanogenic bacteria during aerobiosis is needed, as well as knowledge about the role of 
alternative electron acceptors and about anaerobiosis dynamics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At a drained grassland on a peat soil in Zegveld, The Netherlands, methane fluxes have been 
monitored by Van Dasselaar and Oenema (1994) during one year. They found that emission did 
not exceed 0.3 mg m-2 d- 1. In this paper a process based model to describe methane fluxes at 
the studied site is presented. Emphasis will be on the first results of the methane production 
submodel. With the model we intend to investigate, whether low emission, even during wet 
periods, can l;>.e .. ~~pl,~il}ed by the duration of the anaerobic periods, which could be too short to 
allow the methanogenic consortium in the top soil to grow sufficiently to produce significant 
amounts of methane. The framework of this study and the studied site are described elsewhere 
in this volume (Segers and Van Dasselaar, 1994). 

2. MODEL SET UP 

The model comprises four suhmodels: water dynamics, gas transport, methane production 
and methane consumption (Figure I). Water dynamics is mimicked by Richards' Equation 
using the Van Genuchten Parameters (Van Genuchten, 1980) from the Staring Series (Wosten 
et a/., 1994) for the soil water retention and conductivity curves. The water model will be 
validated with measured water contents. From the water model gas filled porosities as a function 
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of depth will be derived and used as input for the gas transport model. Initially we will assume 
that each soil layer is homogeneous and that gas transport does occur only in the soil gas phase 
by diffusion. Analysis of first results could lead to the study of soil structure and the inclusion 
of gas transport in (nearly) water saturated aggregates and soil respiration to describe partial 
anaerobiosis. Methane consumption will be included to describe consumption of methane, that 
is produced in the soil or that is withdrawn from the atmosphere. The methane production 
submodel is described in this paper. 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the methane model for the drained site, Zegveld. z denotes depth, x the 
distance from the gas continuous phase, and t the time. For clarity the influence of temperature is 
omitted. However, the influence of temperature(z,t) on biological processes will be incorporated. 

3. METHANE PRODUCTION 

The methane production model is based on theoretical insights and experimental data of 
Kengen and Starns (pers. comm.). They collected soil samples from various depths, made 
slurries, and incubated these samples anaerobically at 15 °C. Experimental details are given in 
Kengen and Stams (1994). The quickest and highest melhanogenic activity was observed in the 
samples from the 0-5 em layer and, somewhat less, from the 5-lO em layer. Deeper layers did 
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hardly show any methane production. Therefore, experimental and modelling research has been 
focussed on samples from the top soil. In Figure 2 time series of methane, acetate, and carbon 
dioxide upon anaerobic incubation are given. After a lag phase of several days methane in the 
headspace of the flasks started to increase exponentially concurrent with the accumulation of 
acetate. After a few weeks the increase in methane concentration became rather constant. At 
about the same time acetate disappeared. So, three phases can be distinguished. In the first 
phase methanogenesis is not observable, because a) growth is below detection limit, b) 
methanogens are poisoned or outcompeted as a result of the presence of electron acceptors, or c) 
the bacteria need time to adapt to changed conditions. In the second phase methanogenesis is 
limited by biomass and finally it is substrate limited. Generally it is assumed that most methane 
is formed from acetate or hydrogen and carbon dioxide (e.g. Conrad, 1989 or Cicerone and 
Oremiand, 1988). Here, acetate seems to be the major substrate for the bacteria as no hydrogen 
accumulation was observed. This is supported by other experiments of Kengen and Starns 
( 1994) with the same slurries 
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Figure 2. Measured and simulated time series of CH4, Ac, and C02 in anaerobically incubated soil samples 
from the 0-5 em layer 6. = CH4 (meas),• = Ac (meas), 0 = C02 (meas), -- = CH4 (sim), 
-------- = Ac (sim) .The same data are plotted three times above each other. In the figures with the logaritmic 
axis zero concentrations could not be plotted. Measured values were assigned the value zero, when they were 
below the detection limit. Acetate was monitored less frequently than the other species. 
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Because of the time dependence of the methane production, a dynamic model is appropriate. 
During anaerobic periods the methane production potential will grow, during aerobiosis it will 
decay. If P represents production and B the methanogenic biomass, the general concept of the 
methane production model can be described by equation (l) and (2): 

P = fan(B,a); 

p = 0; 

dB>o 
dt -
dB <o 
dt-

anaerobiosis 

aerobiosis 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

In this set of equations f 011 is a function to be determined. a represents a set of variables, 
influencing methanogenesis. Using the experimental data from Figure 2 the anaerobic part of the 
model (eq. 1) can be further developed (eq. 3-6). All three phases, which have been discussed 
earlier, are covered by the model. 

t < f[ag: P=O 
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dt 
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Here, t represents the time and ltag the time during which methanogenesis does not occur yet. 
Jl represents the relative growth rate of, acetate using, methanogenic biomass B. Y is the yield 
of methanogenic biomass on acetate and WAc is the molar weight of acetate. Ac is the 
concentration of acetate, Vis the volume of the water phase, JI 111 is the maximum relative 
growth rate and KAc the Monod constant for acetate consumption. Z is the acetate production, 
which is assumed to be constant after the lag time. 

For Y and KAc values from literature have been taken: Y=0.04 (g biomass/g acetate), Pavlostathis 
and Gomez ( 1991) and KAc = 0.05 (g/m3) (assuming pH =5 and species 
M. barkeri), Fukuzaki et a/. ( 1990). These parameters were determined for possibly different 
methanogenic, acetate using, bacteria at, certainly, different temperatures than in our case. 
However, given the range of the other parameters, the model is not sensitive for these two 
parameters. So neglecting these differences does not seem too dangerous. 

flag and Z have been determined by linear regression on the data for acetate, using only the 
points, where methane produced was still negligible compared to the acetate produced. This 
implies that it is assumed that acetate is consumed by methanogenic bacteria only. In the case of 
low water table two data points (on day I 0 and 20) and in the case of the high water table three 
data points (on day 10, 20 and 34) were available for this fit. 

The maximum relative growth rate, Jim, and the initial amount of methanogenic biomass after 
the lag time, B;, were determined from the data on methane in the headspace during exponential 
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increase of methane in the headspace. Because it is rather arbitrary during which part of the 
experiment exponential growth occurred, two fits have been carried out for determining maximum 
relative growth rate and initial amount of methanogenic biomass, using a different number of data 
points. However, the results of the simulations did not differ much. Therefore, only the result of 
one simulation is given in Figure 2. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Table 1 the fitted parameters for the model are presented. The depth dependence seems to be 
stronger than the site dependence. 

Table 1. 
Fitted parameters for the methane production model. "low" refers to the site with low water table. 
"high" refers to the site with high water table. 0-5 means slurries derived from soil samples taken 
from the 0-5 em soil layer. -I and -2 refer to the number of the fit. 

sample J-1 111 (lid) lfag (d) Z (pmoll(g dw d) Bi (g bioI g dw soil) 

low (0-5)-l 0.237 7.77 1.39 3.95E-08 
(0-5)-2 0.281 7.77 1.39 3.40E-08 
(5-I 0) 0.179 30.7 0.604 5.05E-09 

high (0-5)-1 0.277 9.23 1.31 1.60E-08 
(0-5)-2 0.264 9.23 1.31 l.66E-08 
(5-10)-1 0.259 29 0.401 2.54E-08 

(5-I OF2 · · ···-.~o:lg2 ··· 29 0.401 3.82E-08 

In Figure 2 the simulations with the fitted parameters are given for the two samples from the 0-5 
em layer. In the case of the low water table, the transition from the exponential to the linear 
phase is well described by the model. In the other case another limitation than substrate was 
probably present around day 40, because acetate was still present, when the increase of 
methane in the headspace slowed down. It is surprising that in both cases the simulated final 
amount of methane (after 4 months) deviates only 30% from the measured amount. So acetate 
production seems to have been quite constant after the lag time. 

With sophisticated parameter estimation methods and more data points a better estimate of the 

parameters could be made. However, these simulations have only been used to get an insight in 
the order of magnitude of the processes involved. Before focussing on the exact values and 
variation of parameters the relative importance of the parameters in the overall model should be 
clear. Especially more knowledge about the processes during the lag time and during aerobiosis 
(eq. 2), and (an)aerobiosis dynamics should be obtained. The large C02 production during the 

lag time should originate from some process, which needs electron acceptors. Therefore, the 
experiment will be repeated (by Kengen and Starns) with the monitoring of alternative electron 
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acceptors, NO), SO~- and Fe3+. Possibly methanogenesis is poisoned or outcompeted by the 
presence of one or more of these electronacceptors during the lag time. To investigate the decay 
of the bacteria responsible for methane production during aerobiosis, experiments with 
changing oxygen conditions will be carried out. Insight in anaerobiosis dynamics will be gained 
with the gas transport model (driven by the water dynamics). 

In summary, the methane production model was calibrated by tlie first part of the time series and 
validated by the second part. Together with cooperators from a related project we intend to 
further develop the model by understanding the black box parameter flag and the decay of the 
methanogenic consortium during aerobiosis. 
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